Healthy Snacks Feature
Beware of analysis paralysis– It is absolutely essential to do your homework and
make sure you have all the facts before
making the very big decision of putting in
an offer to buy a property. However,
sometimes we ‘think’ so much we forget
to use our actions to make things happen.
What if while you are still ‘(over)thinking’,
the property which was right for you
passes you by? If you have all the facts,
been over them multiple times but are
still afraid to take the leap it might be
time to ask yourself some hard questions
as to what is holding you back from taking
action. How long have you been looking
for ‘the one’, is it a realistic expectation?

Selling Tips
What will selling your property mean for
you? Can you pay out a mortgage, take a
holiday, upgrade or just move on from a
difficult situation? Whatever it is, keep
that end goal in your mind at all times.
Even print out what the goal looks like to
you and put it up somewhere you can see
it every day.
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The Kitchen

Buying Tips

Sweet Snack:

Peanut Banana Sandwich
When we look after our body, it is a
Ingredients
catalyst for all other areas of life to
2 Banana
flourish as well. An easy way to start is
6-8 tsp Natural peanut butter (Natural
to swap our unhealthy snacking
peanut butter is 100% peanuts, no added salt, oil or
Habits for something a little lighter.
sugar)
These two recipes are super simple,
affordable and require little prepara- 1.
2.
tion.
Savoury Snack:
Crunchy Chickpea bites
Ingredients
1 Can of Chickpeas
3.
1 Tbl spoon Olive Oil
Seasoning of your choice ( I like spicy
Mexican)

Salt to Taste
1.
Preheat the oven to 200-220°C
4.
2.
Drain chickpeas well and pat
dry with a paper towel to remove excess moisture.
3.
Toss chickpeas in bowl with oil,
seasoning and salt.
4.
Place mixture in an even layer
on a baking tray.
5.
Leave in oven for approx. 20 –
30mins, until crispy. Check regularly and shake try to avoid
burning.
6.
Remove from oven and serve,
adding an extra sprinkle of seasoning and/or salt if desired.

Slice the banana s
Spread peanut butter over a
banana slice and then cover
with another slice to make a
‘sandwich’. Continue with this
with all of the banana
Put your ‘sandwiches’ in the
freezer, use baking paper to
prevent them from sticking to
eachother
Enjoy frozen as a sweet snack,
great alternative to reaching
for an icecream.

Kyle’s Corner
Proudly keeping you up-to-date with the latest
local real estate news & market trends
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Welcome to the fifth edition of
FAQ’S
Should I speak to my bank before
looking at property to buy?
It seems like an obvious answer of
YES but it is incredibly common to get
caught up in the excitement of buying a new property and forget to first
assess your financial position. Speak
to your bank, a broker, financial planner, who ever it is that assists you
here, and really work out what you
can afford before looking. Most importantly, ask yourself as well, what
do I want to achieve?

What’s Hot
 Our very own Bunnings opens in Berri officially 7th June 2016.
Despite some resistance, now that it has eventuated we are
hopeful to see it have a positive influence in the Riverland.

 New 236-bed backpacker resort opened at the end of April in
Paringa. Predominately for backpackers to enjoy during the
citrus season, the owners predict full occupancy for this opening year during the Citrus season.

 Watch out for Blue-Green Algae! Reports of blue-green algae
near Mildura have caused a warning to Riverlanders as it also
appeared downstream, heading towards our border.

“Each morning we are born again. What we do today is what matters”.
Buddha

Kyle’s Corner
Kyle’s Corner is a regular newsletter from Hand Property Co, to provide you with
all the information you may need regarding the local real estate market.

Kyle’s Corner includes:
Growth & Sales Chart
Sold Range
Peak Selling Period
Quarterly Update
Buying & Selling Tips
and much more...

Hand Property Co Pty Ltd– Proudly keeping you up-to-date with all the Riverland market trends and statistics
Growth & Sales

How many houses have sold in the last 3 months?
Berri: 11
Barmera: 8
Renmark: 14

Waikerie: 5

Loxton: 15

What is the highest house sale price in the last 3 months?
Berri: $335k
Barmera: $217.5K Renmark: $345k Waikerie: $280k

Loxton: $410k

What is the lowest house sale price in the last 3 months?
Berri: $ 110k Barmera: $115k Renmark: $103k Waikerie: $86k

Loxton: $110k

How many units have sold in the last 3 months?
Berri: 7 Barmera: 2
Renmark: 2 Waikerie: 0

Loxton: 4

Sold Range (Past 12 months ending June 16)
What is the highest unit sale price in the last 3 months?
Berri: $210k Barmera: $190k
Renmark: $110k Waikerie: -

Loxton: $148.5k

What is the lowest unit sale price in the last 3 months?
Berri: $81k Barmera: $155k
Renmark: $110K Waikerie: -

Loxton: $92k

Quarterly Update
Here we are again at the end of a Financial year!
What could be better to do while we endure the
cold winter than sorting out our tax return...

Peak Selling Periods June 2015 - June 2016

As we assess our financial position it’s a good
time to think about where property sits in our
future and current financial goals.
It has made me think, rather than wait until
New Years to set some goals and resolutions,
why don’t we set some at the start of this fresh
financial year to keep up the momentum?
We are happy to report business is going strong
for us and we are really enjoying client visits
since opening our office here in Berri. Please
remember to drop in next time you are in town!
Best wishes
Kyle H
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